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Story

• New witch character with a hicc-up

• A flying, talking pony instead of a broomstick!

•  Humorous text and lively illustrations

• For reading aloud and first independent reading

Fritzi is different from other girls: she can cast spells. Only Fritzi’s best friend Luna knows her secret.

Together the two of them have lots of hilarious magical adventures – because Fritzi’s spells are always

going wrong. When she gets hiccups, she conjures up rice instead of ice or a unicorn instead of popcorn.

And that’s not the only thing that’s special about Fritzi: this feisty little witch flies around on her very own

talking pony, Prince!

Fritzi the feisty little witch and her friend Luna are loveable characters who are easy to relate to: they are

ordinary little girls, but a bit ‘different’ at the same time. Their magic spells will keep kids hooked, and

awaken a real love of reading.

What happens in Vol. 1:

When Fritzi goes to buy a new broomstick, she comes across a pony in the back yard. Suddenly the pony

starts to speak, and tells her his name is Prince. Prince is a trained witch’s transport pony and better than
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any broomstick. Fritzi jumps on Prince’s back and they fly ‘up, hicc-up and away’! But the witch Priska

also has her eye on Prince: now Fritzi has to prove that he really belongs to her.

Press commentaries

“This new series does not only reach Early Readers, but even those who have already outgrown the First

Year in School. It mainly aims to provide one thing: Entertainment! And that’s what the witty and funny

short text by Katja Frixe does. The illustrations just do the same! Lisa Hänsch who illustrates many kids’

best-sellers really has a hand for cheeky illustrations of stories about funny girls! “ Sylvia Mucke, Eselsohr

More titles in this series

Abra-Hicc-Adabra!

The Feisty Little Witch and the Lost Best Friend

(Vol. 2)

Abra-Hicc-Adabra! A Magical Party (Vol. 3)
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